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Abstract

Market mechanism design research is playing an
important role in Computational Economics for resolving
multi-agent allocation problems. A genetic algorithm
was used to design auction mechanisms in order to auto-
matically generate a desired market mechanism in agent
based E-markets. In previous research, a hybrid market
was studied, in which the probability that buyers rather
than sellers are able to quote on a given time step, this
probability was adapted by the GA which attempted to
minimise Smith’s coefficient of convergence. However, in
previous experiments, all trading agents involved are of the
same type or have identical preferences. This assumption
does not hold in real-world markets which are always
populated with heterogeneous agents. In this paper, the
research of using evolutionary computing methods for
auction designs is extended by using heterogeneous trading
agents.
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1 Introduction

In the first generation of E-commerce, bidders are gen-
erally humans who typically browse through well defined
commodities with fixed prices via the Internet (e.g., Ama-
zon.com). Just like the traditional marketplace, purchases
are done with the prices made by sellers; buyers and sell-
ers still have little freedom in transactions. For Customer-
to-Customer (C2C) E-commerce like ebay.com, sellers and
buyers are actually doing traditional trades, but through a
new and more efficient medium. The freedom is also lim-
ited because both sellers and buyers still use the traditional
methods of browsing to look for the goods they want. With
the advent of agent technology, software agents can act as

real-world traders in a virtual E-market. In comparison to
human traders, such software agents have the advantages
of being very fast, cheap and offer a tightly controlled en-
vironment in which a diverse range of experiments can be
performed. A trading agent may represent a company or a
customer hunting for maximized utility which means profit
for the sellers or savings for the buyers. In such a way, free-
dom can be increased by allowing negotiation between op-
posite traders, i.e., sellers and buyers, in a large predefined
cyberspace for transactions. As a result, commerce will be-
come much more dynamic and the market less frictional.
This kind of commerce is referred to as agent-mediated
E-commerce or the second generation of E-commerce [5].
Since the traders will search in a very large space for match-
ing their preferences, how to efficiently search the space and
what protocols the traders have to follow in order to have a
trustworthy and efficient market are all key problems for
this new research area. In this paper, a method of using
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) for trading protocol designs, or
market mechanism designs, is discussed.

The market mechanism design is an important topic in
Computational Economics and Finance [8]. By experiment-
ing with zero-intelligence (ZI) agents, which simply gen-
erated random prices for bids or offers, Gode and Sunder
[4] presented results that appear to indicate that a random
guessing strategy can exhibit human-like behavior in Con-
tinuous Double Auction (CDA) markets. However, Cliff
[1] indicated that the price convergence of ZI traders is pre-
dictable from a priori analysis of the statistics of the system,
so that a more complex bargaining mechanisms or some
“intelligence” is necessary for ZI traders. Consequently a
type of agent with simple machine learning techniques was
developed and referred to as zero intelligence plus (ZIP)
agents. Further experiments by Das [3] showed that ZIP
agents outperform their human counterparts.

By a series of experiments of exploring continuous auc-
tion space by ZIP agents via genetic algorithm, a hy-
brid auction with more desirable market dynamics, which
had never been found in the real-world, was discovered
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Figure 1. An schematic illustration of a
supply-demand schedule, where the inter-
section E is the equilibrium.

[2]. However, in those experiments, the continuous auc-
tion space is not an exact analogue to real-world auctions.
For example, single sided auctions such as English Auc-
tion (EA) and Dutch Flower Auction (DFA) in the proposed
auction space are different from real-world EA and DFA.
The question arises whether the hybrid auction is an artifact
of the inexact auction model used in the experiments. Qin
and Kovacs [10] proposed a new auction space that corrects
the imperfectness of Cliff’s model and yet still evolved the
hybrid auction. In this paper, this research is continued by
testing heterogeneous trading agents (a mixture of ZI and
ZIP agents) in the marketplace evolved by a simple genetic
algorithm.

2 Background Economics

In every classical economic model, demand and supply
always play prominent roles. Supply is used to describe the
quantity of a good or service that a household or firm would
like to sell at a particular price. Demand is used to describe
the quantity of a good or service that a household or firm
chooses to buy at a given price. The intersection of the
supply curve and demand curves is called the equilibrium,
and the corresponding price and quantity are called, respec-
tively, the equilibrium price and the equilibrium quantity
(fig. 1). In case of prices beyond the equilibrium, the mar-
ket will self-correct them to the equilibrium by an “invisible
hand”. At an equilibrium price, consumers get precisely the
quantity of the good they are willing to buy at that price,
and sellers sell out the quantity they are willing to sell at
that price. Neither of them has any incentive to change. In a
competitive market, the price actually paid and received in
the market will tend to the equilibrium price. This is called
the law of supply and demand [12].

In economics and game theory, interactions of traders
consist of two components: a protocol and a strategy. Proto-
col defines the valid behavior of traders during the interac-
tion. It is set by the marketplace owner and should be known
publicly for all the participants. Strategy is privately de-
signed by each agent to achieve their negotiation objectives
within a protocol [6]. Moreover, the effectiveness of the
strategy is very much dependent on the protocol: an optimal
strategy for one protocol may perform very badly for other
protocols. In a marketplace, the protocol is an“auction”. It
is the market mechanism by which buyers and sellers inter-
act in this marketplace. Strategy is the adaptive behavior or
“intelligence” of traders such as the ZIP agents’ updating
rules that will be discussed later.

There are many types of auctions. The following are
some auctions used in this paper: English Auction (EA),
sellers keep silent and buyers quote increasing bid-prices,
and the buyer with highest bid is allowed to buy; Dutch
Flower Auction (DFA), buyers keep silent and sellers quote
decreasing offer-prices and the seller with lowest offer is
allowed to sell. EA and DFA are also called single sided
auctions because either buyers or sellers are active but not
both. The Continuous Double Auction (CDA), one the most
popular of all auctions, allows buyers and sellers to con-
tinuously update their bids/offers at any time in the trading
period. The bids/offers are quoted simultaneously and asyn-
chronously by buyers/sellers. At any time the sellers/buyers
are free to accept the quoted bids/offers.

Classical economic theories always assume the number
of traders in the market is infinite or very large. However,
from a series of experiments performed over a six-year pe-
riod starting in 1955, Smith [11] demonstrated that markets
consisting of small numbers of traders could still exhibit
equilibration to values predictable from classical microeco-
nomic theory. This work helped to make a foundation for
Experimental Economics 1.

In a given supply-demand schedule with n transactions
between ‘sellers’ and ‘buyers’, the coefficient of conver-
gence α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1)is introduced to measure the devia-
tion of transaction prices from the theoretical market equi-
librium price p0 [11]. α is calculated at the end based on
transaction prices pi for i = 1, · · · , n. The coefficient of
convergence is defined as follows:

α = 100 · δ0/p0 (1)

where

δ0 =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑

i=1

(pi − p0)2 (2)

1Smith won the 2002 Nobel prize in Economics for his contribu-
tions in Experimental Economics. More information can be found at:
http://nobelprize.org/economics/laureates/2002/
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The E-market discussed in this paper as well as in [1, 2] and
[10] is based on Smith’s experiment and the α measure is
used to evaluate the convergence of the market.

3 Automatic Auction Designs by Evolution-
ary Computing

Zero-intelligence (ZI) agents were initially proposed by
Gode and Sunder [4] to explore the relationship between
limited rationality, market institutions and the general equi-
libration of markets to the competitive equilibrium. Their
fundamental discovery is that within the classical double
auction market institution only the weakest elements of ra-
tionality (prices within a budget constraint are quoted ran-
domly) need to be present for markets to exhibit high al-
locative efficiency and price convergence.

Zero intelligence plus (ZIP) agents, an augmented ver-
sion of ZI agents with a simple machine learning technique,
are fully described in [1]. Only a high-level description
of the parameters for ZIP traders is given here: Each ZIP
trader i is given a private secret limit price, λi, which for
a seller is the price below which it must not sell and for a
buyer is the price above which it must not buy (based on
Smith’s experiment). Each ZIP trader i maintains a time-
varying profit margin µi(t) and generates quote-prices pi(t)
at time t according to pi(t) = λi(1 + µi(t)) for sellers and
pi(t) = λi(1 − µi(t)) for buyers. Trader i is given an ini-
tial value µi(0) (when t = 0) which is subsequently adapted
over time using a simple machine learning technique known
as the Widrow-Hoff (W-H) rule [7] which is well used in
back-propagation neural networks. The W-H rule has a
“learning rate” βi that governs the speed of convergence be-
tween trader i’s quote price pi(t) and the trader’s idealised
target price τi(t) which is determined by a stochastic func-
tion of last quote price with two small random absolute per-
turbations: Ai(t) and Ri(t). Ai(t) is generated uniformly
from the interval [0, Ca] denoted by U [0, Ca] for sellers and
U [−Ca, 0] for buyers. Ri(t) is generated from U [1, 1 + Cr]
for sellers and U [1 − Cr, 1] for buyers. Here Ca and Cr

are called system constants. To smooth over noise in the
learning, there is an additional “momentum” γi for each
trader (momentum is also used in back propagation neural
networks [7]).

For each ZIP agent i, its adaptation is governed by three
real-valued parameters: learning rate βi, momentum γi

and initial profit margin µi(0). Because of the random-
ness and the uncertainty involved in trading, a trader’s val-
ues for these parameters are assigned at initialization, us-
ing uniform distributions: for all traders, βi is assigned a
value at random from U(βmin, βmin + β∆); and γi is from
U(γmin, γmin + γ∆) and µi(0) is from U(µmin, µmin +
µ∆). Hence, to initialise an entire ZIP trader market it is
necessary to specify values for the six market-initialisation

parameters βmin,β∆, γmin, γ∆, µmin, µ∆ plus the other
two system constants Ca and Cr. Clearly, any particular
choice of values for these eight parameters can be repre-
sented as a vector:

V = [βmin, β∆, γmin, γ∆, µmin, µ∆, Ca, Cr] ∈ R8

which corresponds to a single point in the 8-dimensional
space of possible parameter values. A Genetic Algorithm
can be used to explore this space for parameter optimiza-
tion.

The fitness for each individual was calculated by moni-
toring price convergence in a series of n CDA market exper-
iments, measured by weighting Smith’s α measurement of
convergence on the given supply-demand schedules. Each
experiment lasted k “days” and the score of experiment
number e is:

S(Vi, e) =
1
k

k∑

d=1

wdα(d) (3)

where α(d) is the value of α and wd is the weight on the
day d. According to the experiments in [2], all experiments
last for 6 days and we place a greater emphasis on the early
days of trading. The weights are set as follows: w1 = 1.75,
w2 = 1.50, w3 = 1.25 and w4, w5 and w6 are all equal
to 1.00. The fitness of the genotype Vi is evaluated by the
mean score of n experiments:

F (Vi) =
1
n

n∑
e=1

S(Vi, e) (4)

Where n = 50 based on the empirical research in [9] which
reported that the average of 50 independent runs of the trad-
ing experiments are fairly stable. The lower fitness a mar-
ket has, the sooner the market approaches to the equilib-
rium and the smaller price variance the market has. GAs
were used for optimising the parameters for ZIP agents and
showed that evolved parameter settings via GAs perform
significantly better than “educated guessing” in CDA and
the same conclusion is also obtained in [9].

Now consider the case when we implement CDA. At
time t, either a seller or a buyer will be selected to quote,
which means that sellers and buyers have a fifty-fifty chance
to quote. We use Qs to denote the probability of the event
that a seller offers. Then in CDA, Qs = 0.5. For English
Auction Qs = 0 and Dutch Flower Auction Qs = 1; which
means, sellers cannot quote and sellers are always able to
quote, respectively. The inventive step introduced in [2]
was to consider the Qs with values of 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 not
as three distinct market mechanisms, but rather as the two
endpoints and the midpoint on a continuum referred as a
continuous auction space. For other values, e.g., Qs = 0.1,
it can be interpreted as follows: on the average, for every
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ten quotes, there will be only one from sellers while 9 are
from buyers. This also means, for a particular significant
time t, the probability of a seller being the quoting trader
is 0.1. The fact is, this kind of auction is never found in
human-designed markets. However, no one knows whether
this kind of hybrid mechanism in which Qs 6= 0, 0.5 or 1.0
is preferable to human-designed ones. This motivates us to
use a GA to explore with additional dimension Qs ranging
from 0 to 1 giving us the following genotype based on the
old one by adding a new dimension Qs:

[βmin, β∆, γmin, γ∆, µmin, µ∆, Ca, Cr, Qs] ∈ R9

According to the experiments in [2], the hybrid mechanisms
are found to be the optimal auctions in 2 (SD3 and SD4, see
section 5) of the 4 given schedules.

Although the case of Qs = 0.5 is an exact approxima-
tion to the CDA in the real-world, the fact that a trader will
accept a quote whenever the quoting price satisfies his ex-
pected price. For the two single sided extreme cases of
Qs = 0.0 and Qs = 1.0, this model is not an exact ana-
logue of the EA and DFA. Qin and Kovacs [10] proposed a
more realistic auction space. All the following experiments
are conducted in this realistic auction space. More detailed
are available in [10].

4 Trading with Heterogeneous Agents in
Continuous Double Auction

Smith’s experiment (1962) qualitatively indicated that
the relationship of the supply-demand schedule has an im-
pact way in which transaction prices approached the equi-
librium, even with a small number of participants, such a
market would converge to equilibrium after only a small
number of trading periods if the supply and demand re-
mained constant. This experiment has been conducted by
using ZI [4] and ZIP agents [2], respectively. In this pa-
per, we will use a mixture of the same number of ZI and
ZIP agents, which are referred to as heterogeneous agents
experiments.

For all agents, the distribution of limit price determines
the supply and demand curves for the experiment and their
intersection indicates the theoretical equilibrium price and
quantity. In the simulation of real marketplaces, we as-
sume that each significant event (quoting, making deal or
not making deal etc.) always occurs at a unique time. In the
CDA market, at time t, an active trader (seller or buyer) i is
chosen randomly to quote a price pi(t) to become the “cur-
rent quote q(t)”, where the active traders are ones who still
have utility (goods or money) for deals. Next, all traders on
the contra side (i.e. all buyers j if i is a seller, or all sellers
j if i is a buyer) compare q(t) to their current quote price
pj(t) and if the quotes cross (i.e. if pj(t) ≤ q(t) for sellers
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Figure 2. Supply-demand schedules for ex-
periments: SD1, SD2 (upper) and SD3, SD4
(bottom).

or pj(t) ≥ q(t) for buyers) then the trader j is able to ac-
cept. If no traders are able to accept, the quote is regarded
as “ignored”. For ZIP traders, either the current quote is
accepted or ignored and the traders update their profit mar-
gins µ(t) using the W-H rule. For example, suppose the last
quote is an offer and was accepted at price q then any sellers
for which their price is less than q should raise their profit
margin with learning rate of βi. The details about the updat-
ing rules for ZIP agents can be found in [1]. For ZI traders,
the previous transaction prices and the status of the last offer
do not have cause any influence on their further actions (ZI
traders are not intelligent, they only quote prices randomly).

5 Experimental Studies

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments of
evolutionary designs of market mechanism based on hetero-
geneous agents where ZI and ZIP agents have the approx-
imately same number. The auction space model is the one
proposed in [10]. All experiments are based on four given
supply-demand schedules: SD1, SD2, SD3 and SD4 (see
figure 2). There are 22 trading agents in the experiments,
11 sellers and 11 buyers, each of them is initialized with
one unit of goods and their limit prices are distributed as
supply and demand curves show. The vertical axis repre-
sents price and the equilibrium price is 2.00 for all these
4 given schedules. Each schedule of supply and demand
curves is stepped. This is because the commodity is dealt in
indivisible discrete units, and there are only a small number
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of units available in the market. Thus, supply and demand
in this simple market differs appreciably from the smoothly
sloping curves of an idealised market. These are the same
schedules have also been used in previous studies. It is con-
venient for us to do comparison studies.

In the market evolution experiments, a simple GA is used
to minimize the fitness value (see equation 4) given 25 in-
dependent runs of trading experiments. The values for key
parameters of GA are given in table 1. The Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) has become a standard optimization technology
and there are many good literatures available for the read-
ers who are not that familiar with it. Here, we only give
the parameter initialization of the standard GA without a
general introduction of it. Population size is 20 and each
parameter is coded with 8 bits, crossover rate is a constant
with the value of 0.7 and mutation rate is 0.015. Elitism
strategy is applied which means that the fittest individual
in each generation is logged. We run 600 generations in a
single experiment. However, one of the drawbacks of us-
ing a GA is that it cannot be guaranteed that the solution on
which the population eventually converges is a global rather
than a local optimum. Thus we gain formal simplicity at the
cost of computation. We run the entire process of evolution
many times independently and reduce the effect of muta-
tion as time goes by, to encourage convergence. The results
of Qs represented here are based on 25 independent runs
of the GA on the given 4 supply-demand schedules and the
average results with standard deviation through generation
600 are shown in figure 3.

As we can see from the figures, although Qs values con-
verges to real-world auctions in 3 of the 4 given schedules,
we still found a hybrid auction in SD4. Comparing the ZIP
agents in the old auction space and the new auction space,
the only difference is SD3. Both in the old auction (Cliff)
and new auction space (Qin and Kovacs) with ZIP agents,
there were hybrid auctions found by GAs. Cliff [2] pre-
sented a result of using only ZI agents given SD3 and the
hybrid auction was found. However, the Qs values for these
hybrid auctions are different: Qs = 0.39 for experiments
with ZI agents only, Qs = 0.16 for ZIP agents in the old
auction space and Qs = 0.23 for ZIP agents in the new auc-
tion space [10]. Here in the experiment with heterogeneous
agents which are a mixture of ZI and ZIP agents, the optimal
auction is CDA but not a hybrid one. We believe that the op-
timal auction for a market is related to the supply-demand
schedule given. So far, we just demonstrated with empirical
studies due to the complexity of such problems. The theo-
retic relations among hybrid auction, supply-demand sched-
ule, the number of agents and other factors are considered as
a future work. However, we demonstrated that given a par-
ticular supply-demand schedule, we can use some machine
learning technology to find the optimal auction for such a
market.
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Figure 3. The comparisons of evolutionary
trials of Qs for ZIP (dot lines) and heteroge-
neous agents (solid lines) on schedules SD1
to SD4 through 600 generations.
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Table 1. Parameter settings for the GAs used in the evolving market mechanism experiments.

Parameters for GA Value Parameters for GA Value
Population 20 Num. of Parameters 9
Maximum Generation 600 Elitism YES
Crossover Rate 0.7 Mutation Rate 0.015
Bits per Parameter 8 Selection Method Rank Selection

6 Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we reviewed the method of using genetic
algorithms for designing market mechanism and redid the
experiments of [10] with heterogeneous agents instead of
one sort of trading agent. Based on the evolving mar-
ket mechanism experiments with heterogeneous agents, we
found that in the 3 of the 4 given supply-demand schedules,
the Qs values converge to real-world auctions such as CDA
and EA. In the last schedule SD4, the auction with the most
desired market dynamics was a hybrid mechanism.

We would like to point out that this is not a trivial aca-
demic point: although the efficiency of automatically de-
signed markets is only a few percentage better than those
designed by human, the economic consequences could be
highly significant. For example, the total vaue of trades on
the CDA-based New Yourk Stock Exchange (NYSE) for the
year 2000 was 110060 billion US dollars and if only 0.1%
of the liquidity could be saved by using a more efficient
market, the value would be about 10 billion dollars. Al-
though the experiments presented in this paper are far from
real-world applications. From the academic point of view,
we provide a new way of designing microstructure of mar-
kets.
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